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Housing programtrte5 rlr€ clesigned not nlerely to
provide shelter but rather the continirity arrcl

aclvancement of conrmunities. The urbanis.riiorr
story of Malaysia in general and Sarawak in
particular is such that ner,ry urban housing pl.rys an

important role in bringing many rural communities
into the urban. Housing programmes not only
serve as residential units, they provide a place

where the ruralities can begin to adapt and change
rvith the needs of the urban.

It should be noted that the main purpose of
housing ownership programmes is to develop
communities and not merely to create shelters that
can be served as effectively through rental
programmes. The Rancangan Perumahan Rakyat
(RPR) programn'le in Sarawak serves this dual
function of urbanising the rural as well as providing
shelter. lt has been argued that what is expected is

that it maintains the best of the rural traits while
embracing a new world view allowing the
community to survive in the new millenium. An

important ingredient to that success is the ability of
culture to retain itself while being flexible to
change. The retention of core values while
adapting to changing situations is the definition of
cultural resilience used in this report.

Part of the findings of this study use cultural
resilience to link the physical aspect of housing and
behavioural response towards urbanization.
Beginning with the premise that housing is more
than a shelter but also a gateway towards
modernisation and the experience of urbanisation,
the report analyses the impact of a move from the
rural to the urban.The analyses of physical and

soci o-cu ltural envi ronments are juxtaposed to
provide some insights on the appropriateness of
low cost housing programmes that aid in the
urbanization process.

Purpose of Study:

The purpose of this studY is to
analyse the urbanisation process of
residents in three early low cost
housing schemes in Kuching,
Sarawak. The study analyses changes
that occur among the rural
population when they migrated to
the urban areas, facing a different
lifestyle than what theY are used
before. lt is the experience of these
rural migrants in Kuching that is the
focus of this study.
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Objectives of the Research

Several objectives have been set in
place to realise the goals of this
research;

1 .The relationship between current
interactions and the lifestyle of new

urban communities with housing and

neighborhood design especially with
respect to;

a.The prevailing socio-economic conditions of
the three selected housing areas

b..The impact of housing and community
design on changing and the adaptation of
lifestyles and cultural values.

c..The resulting community relationships and
interactions

d'Social awareness and local participation
among community members in addressing '

social problems.
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Executive Summary

Rationale of the research
The research is designed based on the rationale

that the objective of housing development is to
provicle a better quality of life, the creation of a

sustainable community, and the continuity of
cultr:ral values. The research aims at providirtg the
planning process with a means of extracting the
best from past experiences ancl avoiding similar
pitfalls.

Method of research
To implement the study, a multi-level method is

used to assess impacts at different scales of the

communities and evaluate differing perceptions of
the community as a whole. For that the method of
study will consist of;
l. Sample socio-economic surveY

2. Housing /Community design sLlrvey

3. Vul nerabi lity and Cultural resilience index

development

.::

:

:r.l:

;. 2.The development of a vulnerability
and cultural resilience index for'new
urban communities based on their
experience and PercePtion of
urbanization; and to evaluate the
communities based on the index.
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Findings of the Research

Prevalent socio-cultural conditions
1.The majority of respondents are economically
active;30ozb in the government sector and 569ir

in the private sector. Within the private sector
only less than 2olo are categorised as executives,
and 5olo owning their business.

2. Respondents education mainly range from
primary education Lrp to upper secondary. Very
few either have no education,or went beyond
upper secondary ed ucation.

3.760/o of the respondents earn between
RM700.00 to RM2000.00 per month. Only 15

respondents are below the poverty level of
RM300.00 and only 1B noted an income of
more than RM2800.00 per month.

4. Mobility is very limited among the
respondents. Only 14o/o of the respondents
noted vacationing or visiting outside Kuching
and Sarawak.

5. Given the constraint of income, the
expenditure on education is commendable,
with respondents placing importance on
school and extra curricular educational

expenses.

6. Most respondents own modern necessities in
their houses.

Executive Summart,

lmplications of socio-cu ltural condition
Socio-cultural conditions allow one to set the stag
for understanding what is happening with respeci

to the urbanization process. lt provides a

background to understanding wlry the situation i:,.

as it is now;and sets the stage for understanding
future scenarios and inrpacts of urbanization. A
com m u nity, al ready ed ucated and capital-ready,
would be more able to take advantange of the
urbanization process than otherwise.

Strategies and policies will also differ given the
local socio-cultural conditions. lt would be a
nristake to assume that there are'off-the-shelf'
solutions for the problems of urbanization,

Potentials and barriers to urbanization
The findings indicate communities active in
economic and social life,with potential for
progress,yet currently hampered with income,
capital ard mobility constraints.
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Findings of the Research

Social awareness and public
participation
1 . B0o,/o of respondents are aware of the
changing social environment, especially with
respect to a transition from 'kampung' life to
'urban life.' Only 30o,/o feels that the'kampung'
way of life should be maintained.

2. Appreciation on the urban way of life is split
for those with upper secondary education.
Other levels of education do not show a

correlation with their appreciation to the urban

way of life.

3iRespondents are divided in their knowledge
of social problems. Youth fightings, truancy and
drunkenness are the major social ills cited in
the areas.

4. Respondents are generally satisfied with
current local leadership although few are

directly involved.

5.lnvolvement in Rukun tetangga programmes

is not encouraging.

Executive Summary
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Cultural resiliencY
The study on cultural resiliency is based on the
several sub-indices of resiliency' These include;

1 . Resiliency for future educational potential
2. Environmental resi liencY
3. Economic resiliencY
4. Social network and traditional custon-rs resiliency

5. Political culture resiliencY

6. Resiliency in the face of globalisation



Action Plans

l. Ndghbouftood sertltnllzndo{t acdon plan
Goal: Re-invigorated neighbourhood hubs near

RPRs for business and residency to increase the
attractiveness of continuing living in the RPR

beyond one generation.
Target:
Developnrent of a special-interest business

cum residential district within 10 years.

[[. lff cost houslng rupport rcdon pNan

Goal: Fulfillment of the needs for low cost

housing in Sarawak within the next 10 years

ensuring that residents of these schemes are

not socially excluded.The action plan for
improving the position of low cost tror-rsing in

Sarawak consists of;
Targets:
1 . Development of a housing information
system.
2.The increase of low cost housing supply.

3.The establishment of social housing.
4.The integration of low cost and social
housing into the larger Sarawak community.

[[!. Puhllc umcmltfiot octlon Plan
Goal: lmproved access and quality of public

amenities connecting low cost housing and the
larger Kuching city.

Targets:
1. Development of a visible network of public
amenities
2. Enhance and strengthen existing social

amenities in the housing areas to promote
community interaction and cohesiveness'

3.lmprove public spaces for recreation and

leisure purposes

-'l';;" ',; 
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Exec.utive Summary

Policy Recom mendations
and Approaches

'1.J{cr low oct houdng tlGlt - plrnnrd
unlt dcnloPmGntr
A major problem with respect to tlre
construction of new low cost housing
programmes is that these are usr:ally not
profitable enough for developers- Returns to
investment, in comparisorr with mediunr and

high cost housing, are nrinimal and developers
only build due to quota requirements. Part of
the reason for the low return are housing
standards and regulations that are the same

for all types of housing.
Planned Unit Development (PUD) is a concept
that allows a regulated and monitored
approach towards developing unique lows

cost hoLtsing areas.

Z lloudng dedgn end publlc rnrnlda
rrcotnnrrtdrdon:
Nr-rrturing identity and tlre uniqueness of
place through housing design and amenities
planning.
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Introduction

'T'
TI lre exllerietrce of trrbanisatiorr is becotn'trg

increasingly global. The neecl to be sure tJrat the ttrb.rtt
experience presented is that of increasing cluality of life
is an irnportartt consicleration. When the governnrent
set up new housirig areas, the hope is that it r,ryill allow
for the growth and development of the individual as

well as the community. Has all that been acl-rieved or
has that brought even worse situations? Culture plays

an important role in ensuring a better way of life but
culture itself is usually a vague concept, enticing
debates and poletnics.

Malaysia in general and Sarawak in particular are
undergoing rapid urbanisation. For decades Sarawak
has taken various steps to modernise its rural
population to be able to participate firlly in the modern
economy.Various socio-economic projects, ra ng ing
from basic-needs projects to industrial growth
investments as well as educational measures have been
in place to promote modernisation. However
development scenario has changed much since the
197Os.New globalforces change expected impacts of
many of the earlier projects designed.With the advent
of the new millenium and the strong interpenetration
of globalisation, there is a need to assess past
development and perhaps chart new directions for
future planning.

A significant contributor to the modernisation process

in Sarawak is the developn'tent of new housing
schemes for the newly urbanised.These housing
schemes represent long term experiments and the
state's investment in developing new communities that
are able to participate and contribute progress and
modernisation. However these experiments are not
without costs, among which are the uprooting of rural
communities and the decay of traditional values. lssues

on the impact of modernisation on traditional
communities have been much recorded.The decline of
local values are voiced the world over and the need to
handle the transition from rural to urban is still very
much an issue.

The idea of modernisation is one of sustainability. lt is
posited that traditional communities are not
sustainable in its original form.The assumption is that
traditional kampungs are not able to participate in the
modernisation process. These would therefore be
marginalised and socio-economically excl uded from

tlre nroclern,leacl irrq to increasecl vulnerability among
the people.Tf ie go.rl of modern frousing scfrenres thus
are to develop sr-tst.rinable and strong cornmttrrities
th.rt cdn partitipate and grow.These will serrre as the
new civilisationa! nexus from urhiclr developntent
ema r'iale5.

Tlrese ideas however are not witlrout flaws. From all

over the globe the peripheralisation of urban
communities are a major concern while urban poverty
and vulnerable communities are on the rise.There is a

need to ensLlre that settlement endeavours do not
result in irrcreased poverty and vulnerability.There is
also a need to ensure that the culture of the residents
remains intact.

Yet with modernisation comes a different way of life.

lssue of coping mechanisms, needed to alleviate
impacts of modernisation and changing environment,
need to be understood if more effective planning of
similar housing schemes are to be attempted in the
future.5ustainability issues of second generation and

the defraying of traditional social letworks without
adequate urban substitute need t9 be analysed and
nrade explicit.The mobility and movement of the
residents to ensure access to the very modernisation
process which brought them from the rural areas also
requires study - preferably based on a holistic
approach. Encompassing these are the meta-structure
of local adnrinistration and the very concept of the
urban and city for Kurching.

While urbanization plays an important role in the
overall development of a state, it is always the everyday
experience of living and participating in the urban
environment by the people that provides the actual
meaning of being urban. Various efforts and
programmes of urbanization are all aimed at one
particular goal - easing the transition from the rural to
the urban and opening up the various avenues for
participation and involvement. Urbanisation today is
too pervading tlrat not even the deepest jungle of
Malaysia has escaped its symbols, be it on a t-shirt of an

aborigine or the parabolic satellite signal receivers used

by native communities to be in touch with the world.
At the lesser extreme urban culture permeates the
experience of most rural communities to an extent
where it is no longer possible to make a hard
delineation of the urban from the rural.

1L1 ;-t,ta: :..,-t ..--1, j.,-..-:l:-.'..:T,rq:,\:1'ri:j:tr;:Ul!t',.'?iq-:l:.?:.t*:J:'i:la^.::{A- i:.:11--:f f 'l



Urhanization Sarawakin
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Urbanization in Sarawak
For the past three decades the state has

experienced rapid urbanization. For example
between 1980 and 1991 the population growth
rate for major cities in the state averages 9.3olo per
year. This rapid growth resulted in a 37.5oh urban
population in 1991. In absolute terms,the urban
population increased from 1 51,137 in 1970 to
222,529 in 1980 and ro 616,408 in 1991. In 1 995,
the total urban population in Sarawak was at
716.800.

As is the general case for Malaysia, urban growth in
Sarawak is strongly correlated with rural-urban
migration. In-migration due to increased socio-
economic opportunities in the urban area, as well
as amenities, infrastructural and economic support
have influenced rural-urban movement each year.

The outmigration from Sarawak to other states
were low during the 1 985-1991 period (2.1olo) but
the percentage of Sarawakian involved in intra-
migration was among the highest at 10.7olo. The
state also experienced the highest out-migration
from districts at the boundary of urban and rural,
and the target are mostly urban centres of Kuching,
Sibu, Bintulu and Miri.

For example between 1986-1991,the total in-
migrant of Kuching was 45,040 compared to 30,986
for Kuching district. In-migration to urban centres
is mainly due to job opportunities. lndustrialization
in the urban areas, and the lack of job opportunities
in rural areas, stimulated the movement that
continued into the 90s and 2000s. At the same time
increased urban economic opportunities also
increased average household income to RM2005
per capita month in 1993, compared to RM1 462 per
rural household.

In-migration from the rural is expected to
increase among the young, given urban
economic opportunities and social amenities
available. One of the anrenities provided are

low cost houses catering for the largely low
income characteristic of the migrants. In line
with Sarawak's development and
modernisation policy, in-migration into urban
areas is an expected phenomena. However
social challenges became more apparent and
demand for basic facilities such as shelter,
clean water, electricity, education, health and
recresion for urbanites need to be given
increased attention to ensure a better quality
of life. Without low cost housing, many rural
migrants will only have squatter areas and
houses of relatives as their major means of
urban shelter.

2t



Defining cultural resilience
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I
I t is widely understood that urbanisation led to the
development of cities. At the same time,
urbanization integrates all kinds of cultures and
values into an acceoted and common norm of an
urban life, such as the working ethics, settlement
patterns, consu mptions, arts, custom s, creativity
and rituals. City is synonymous to the natural
habitat of a modern society and a city is almost
human-made environment. Within this human-
made environment, it expresses the varying
dimensions of the modern society, manifesting the
rational, heterogenity, planned physical structures,
chaos, social neglect, restlessness of change and
cultural resilience in several forms.

Resistance to new forms of 'urban culture
and urban life' for the sake of continuity and
sustenance of certain social groups having to adapt
to the demands of city life is justified culturally. For

those who chose to migrate and live in the city, the
latter has offered the greatest ti,ope, thus creating
the widely believed impression of cities that
symbolise the promises of social and economic
abundance, relative to the poorer rural hinterland.
The city is a focus of fluidity and change. Whatever
the advantages and disadvantages it permeate,the
city offers in its several and diverse locations a

variety of lifestyles, social differences, creativities
and ideas.

Presumably, the city is regarded as the
point where heterogenity of values and cultures
'meet and melt', thus creating new cultural forms
and practises conditioned by the stresses of being
modern and cosmopolitan, reflecting the colours
and hues of the diversity and differences. Such a
belief is well contested and the idea of the 'melting
pot' is strongly resisted. Cultural resistence from
communities of different ethnic and social groups
strive to preserve their own identity, values and
norms embedded in their way of life.

The strive to preserve and maintain their
basic cultural trait and value is manifested in their
resentment towards assimilating into the

tS:::.;:Fr:ii3::i:#7',Etg-1?ita-.-€iEe8w6tersg:i"4[';iiiir;Ei's!.Aji1r.':,i:r'ir::;ir;l.]f iil:3;/-ia';'i.:.

complexities of urban cosmopoliteness which
promotes individuality, impersonal relationships,
self-motivated gains and other social anomalies as

opposed to traditional culture.The increasing social
problems faced by new urban areas have been
attributed to the 'death' of communities, especially
with respect to loosening social ties, and the
abandoning of cultural infrastructures such as

customs and other cohesive tools. New
experimental life-styles and values are normally
added to traditional differences, therefore
increasing urban diversity but not likely to diminish
the old.

Urbanisation itself encompasses creative
life-styles enriched by cultural civility which
permits pluralism and heterogenity. However it is
difficult to be open to all the nuances of urban life.

Among some social groups who face hardships in
coping with the demands of urban life, and thus
would prefer a more closed-knit community, it is
becoming more difficult to work together
voluntarily in a manner which would benefit
everyone at the community level. The ramification
of such phenomena is the holding back and
resistance towards efforts which the groups believe
could loosen them from their basic and traditional
ways.Ways the groups believe to be much
sustainable compared to their existence in the
urban domain. This may create difficulties in
defining common social goals and collective values

of urban living irrespective of social classes and

ethnic differences.

:;: ;:r a;- 7:a ^i.ii:! - i - . .-::.i i:i



Urbanization brings about restructuring of social

classes, cultures and social norms. lt is accepted

that impetus for new values to support changes

and the formationof new urban social order is

deemed necessary. Therefore when societies

u rbanise and i nd ustrialize, these processes include

the incorporation of new values which invariably

differ fundamentally from the old/previous ones

and rationalised as an urban culture' ln the context

of the city and urban living, culture refers to the

total style of life, transmitted from generation to

generation (Wilson and Schulz 1978:19)' ln lieu of

ihis, there are three important components of
culture permeating the urban social system: the

institutions which enable the society to function

systematically; ideas which could be in the form of
values and transmitted from generataion to
generation and lastly,artifacts which are human-

made objects symbolising non-material aspects'

Culture has different rneanings in different social

context. ln anthropological sense,culture is always

associated with complexities in the everday world'

Like city, culture is created by us and has its

meaning and values. Cities are a crucialwatershed,

because in the city diverse culture (pertaining to
customs, beliefs, values and etiquettes) come

together. Usually in a city, people become aware

thit they have a 'culture'. Despite the risk and to

some,the disenchantment of urban life, people are

lured by the economic and social possibilities

*fri.f, iity .un offer, at least in principle and for

some better education, job opportunities, health l

and relatively better living standards and ways to

make ends meet.This is indeed the paradox of

compromising one's values and principles for the

sake of sustaining their survival and living in the

city.

How is this manifested? The most relevance that

one can refer to is the fragmentation of culture

especially along social class lines which is

inevitable in the urban socio-economic

environment, creating sub-cultures which may

diverge from, although related to, that of the

dominant group. The formation of sub-culture in

Fa;g::$tlrrF { lrlirrE?{ t' .:', , , tt 
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Defining cultural resilience

diverse locations tends to presuppose some form

of resistance to the dominant (urban) culture' This

resistence is also understood as cttltural resilience

and a justification usually accepted by social

groups in favour of such resentment' In resisting

iultural traits, norms and new values, this is

manifested by the articulation of individual's

opposition through patterns of behaviour' actions'

verbal responses, rituals, style of dressing and

creating alternative identity' Resisting the

dominant (urban) culture and developing its own

formofidentity(intermsofvalues,beliefs,attitudes
and life style) becomes an important source of

cultural variation and diversity'

Nearer to the study area, the continuity of

traditions upheld by the residents can be observed

through their cultural continuity'The lifecycle of

the Malays,lban, Bidayuh and other ethnic groups

does not end with death. Each event, either

performed daily or seascjnal, has its basis in cultural

tradition. For example, th? feast for the departed

souls and the feast of the anniversary of death are

held in the house, showing not only respect for the

dead, but also the continuity of activity as practised

by the living (Kling 1989).

. t t-..,,r,,t. 
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Cultural resitiency is defined as the ability '
of communities to retain its core values 

'

while adapting the manifestation and '
r supporting artifacts to suit a changing ,''
i 
"rrrriron-ent. 

A resilient culture is one that ''
i is able to maintain its values while actively :

' engaging in current and future socio-

' ".otlo-i. 
and political needs of the '

community. A culture which is not resilient

either faces socio-economic exclusion due to
its inability to adapt to changing times, or 

'

dissolvement due to its inability to retain ''
core values. Core values are determined '
within the community and are generally

: agreed to represent the identity of the
community.
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Take for exarnple the fanrily irrstitution in

the urban environrnent. The itripression left by

many is tlrat it is not a 'qood'place in which to
raise a fanrily, an impression which is debateable as

the relativity of the issue is imminent. However,
going beyond this general impression,the issue

gets complex. What is it about the city that makes

it difficult to raise a family? Or conversely, what
kind of family finds it hard to live in the city? How
do urban family cope with the dynamics of urban
cultures? City life is seen as the factor towards the
breakdown of the extended family and the young

are exposed to all kind of temptations of street life
devoid of the protection of the extended family.
Traditional patterns of marriage and family life
tend to disintegrate under the influence of urban
life. In the city, the'family'is the government,the
school, the police and also the welfare department.
These are perceived as the alternative form of
culture taking over the traditionalforrn.

At a certain juncture,this new form of
values are resented as it tend to exercise
tremendous control over its members. In the city,
parents tend to have less control over their
children as compared to rural parents,and the
urban milieu produces higher rates of social
delinquencies among the young. Cities normally
have population which is densely settled in mahy
forms of settlement, that is from packed flats,

apartments, condomini ums, terraced blocks,
bungalows to the extreme such as.slums and
squatters. Cities are rapidly changing in term of
size and composition.

This has its imPact on the natural
environment, ofi the culture, the people and the
limited space. Spaces are acquired for businesses
purposes,for recreations and for settlements. How
does this affect the arrangement of housings,the
design within limited spaces, and the the way in

which people could relate to their
neighbourhood? lt is apparent that the urban

design does affect the nature of social interaction,
usually culminating to adverse effects such as

,",maintenance of a way of life
.'' 1,, 

. 
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anomie, hostility and individuality. The outcome of
these appeared in cultural resilience towards
assimilating and adapting to new forms of urban
life and culture. The coping mechanism for living
within the new cultural realm of the city is to
withdraw and resist changes.This could sever the
social interaction and links with each other within
their social milieu, creating a possible social

alienation in the urban environment' Resisting

urban culture, particularly among the older
generations of migrants is considered an attempt
to extend and adapt the cultural continuity of each

sub-group.

Reina (1973) defines cultural continuity as

an ever-moving phenomenon with a high degree

of constancy that, while uninterrupted, may
continue to move and to build upon its
components and became dynamic. Consequently,

a change caused by develoPment or
'modernization' is less obvious, unless its

characteristics are radical or destructive. Pocock
(1978) added that, either consciously or
unconsciously, societies are organised to ensure

their own continuity and thereby serve the
function of preserving something from the past.

Society's awareness of the past is, in fact, society's

awareness of its continuitY.

',; :" 1':: --'.-::rr'*"'-TTT 
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Relating housing and comtnunity design

Thu.ornplexity of cultural issues in architecture
and housing design has become another
fundamental theory propagated by many scholars
who continuously supported the idea of human
capability in creating shelter. Most practising
architects might consider the issue of cultural
continuity in design as stale or impractical but the
cyclical theme of ideas on this topic one way or
another will influence the thought of the 'radical
modernist' in reverse.This phenomenon of change
emphasised by the modernists has been
interpreted in a variety of ways (Brolin, 1976). tt is
assumed that the changes brought by
industrialisation will change society and, from
there, the ideology of the modern movement has
tended to dealwith 'how people should live rather
than how they do live'.

Despite the argument, the idea of self-
initiated,self-help and open-ended design
continue to flourish, especially within the limited
resources available to the government or state to
centralise the provision of mass housing.Time and
again the concern for design to human scale
(Brody, 1968;Fromm, 197 5) with the consideration
of ecology (Aroni, 1975), cultural environment
(Rapoport, 1977) and the community (Hatch, 1l9B4;
Lawrence,1987), has shown a continuing concern
for the concept of home.lt is undisputed that 'the
home is a place of continuity across the past,
present and future in many societies at the level of
the individual,family or group (Werner 1 980:8).

Culture and Housing Change
Rapoport (1969:47) stated that house is not just a

structure but an institution created for a complex
set of purposes, its form and organisation are
largely influenced by the cultural milieu.The
dwelling unit is subjected to changes in
accordance with the lifestyle and life-cycle of the
family (Moore et al,19B5). Socio-cultural forces are
the mechanisms that link people with the
environmentthe vision the people have of the
ideal life is the reason why they are searching for a
cu ltu ral ly a ppropriate environ m ent. Th e user-

initiative to change obtained housing and to make
efforts to change the physical environnrent in
order to fit needs ancl aspirations signify a lacking
in basic qualities that define good life. Hou,rever,
the built environment is always under pressure of
change.The size of the dwelling will shrink' and
'expand'as the occupants make changes in order
to suit their lifestyle.lt is common that after a
period of habitation the occupant will make
changes to the house.The demand for more space
and the changing circumstances of the occupants
results in the improvement of the shelter, either by
replacing the deteriorated components and by
increasing or reducing the space, showing that
there is a reason for such changes.The occupants
will change their dwellings for two reasons.The
first is when there is a change in the demography
and needs of the occupants.This reflects the
preference of the occupants to remodel their
house instead of moving to another unit.

, The main causes for change are due to
dynamism or incompatibility. As a result of these,
transformation to the structure were made, the
interaction between an individual and their family
members, the family living patterns, system of
activities, the function of the spatial configuration,
the interaction between technology and culture
within the locaf context are reasons that contribute
to the underlying forces that encourage people to
modify their living environment in order to achieve
particular goals.
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Thu gou*rnment has shown keen interest ir-l the
provision of housing, in particular lovrr-inconre
housing. The efforts of the government becanre
more serious in the 1980s when it allowed more
opportunity for the public sector to play a role in
the hor-rsing industry.

The public sector, both at the Federal and
the State level, received criticisms for its
implementation of the housing programme. In
Malaysia, the housing programme is an integral
part of the social development sector which has to
compete with three other sectors, economic,
defence and administration, for funding. However
the social sector received less priority as compared
to the economic and defence sectors. Tlre
allocation of the housing fund decreased
tremendously from 4.1 per cent (1,452 million RM)
in Fifth Malaysia Plan to 1.5 per cent (803 million
RM) in Sixth Malaysia Plan. Agus (1992) points that
the actual allocation on housing has never
exceeded ten per cent of the total amount
allocated for social development since the
beginning of the Malaysia Plan - (1971-1995). With
the decreasing funds, the government's ability to
help solve the housing problem is also reduced.
Therefore, the efforts at the individual level in
housing development, particularly for the low
income group, should be encouraged.

Generally the government could not
provide sufficient housing to the public as a result
of inadequate manpower and funding. Despite
arnbitious strategies in the Malaysia Plans, the
targeted figure for each period has never been
achieved while the demand for housing keeps on
escalating, resulting in a backlog. The Malaysian
government also attempted to convince the
private sector to construct more low-cost houses.
A report in the Berita Harian (1993) stated that the
government wished to impose the 70 per cent
quota for the private sectors and 30 per cent for
the government to implement the housing project
under the Sixth Malaysia Plan. The Sixth Malaysia
Plan review showed that the oerformance of the

The National Housing Policy

public sector is not encouraging, due to the high
cost of infrastructure and the tinre delays
experienced through brrreaucratic processes such
as dealing with loans and planning standards at
the state. Out of the 24,430 targeted figure, only
6,910 units r,nrere completed by the pLrblic sector
and, out of 44,OBO,only 27 ,170 units were
completed by the private sector (Sixth Malaysia
Plan MidTerm Review).

The definition of low-cost housing is based
on the total area of the dwelling unit, the cost per
dwelling unit and also the income of the buyer
who has been categorised as part of the low
income group. The low-cost house is usually seen
as the 'minimal standard unit of shelter' for very
low income households (household of four with an
income less that RM1000.00 per month). ln order
to fulfill the minimal standard of dwelling unit, the
two bedroom unit with an area of 500-600 square
feet (46.5 - 55.7 sq.m) for a household of four or
five (an average nuclear household) is thought to ;
be insufficient by the general public (Berita Harian,
2.e.93).

The government has given an option for
the low-income group to own a house through
various incentives such as lowering the interest
rate from six per cent to four per cent per annum
and lowering the age for eligibility of the loan
(New Straits Times, 1993). Besides these incentives,
the government has also introduced an employee
provident fund scheme where a withdrawal from
these funds could help to settle the down payment
and part of the loan.

7!



National housing PolicY

Housing afforclability for low income families is

indirectly assurecl by tlre government through

subsiclies anct cross subsidias' The subsidies"rvhile

benefiting the low inconre groups, also benefits

the developer, as well as the middle and the high

income groups through cross-subsidies' A clear

example is the premium for the land' Under the

mixed housing project concept, if the developer

agrees to develop thirty per cent of the area as

lJw-cost housing, the State 'donates' the land with

a nominal fee, and subsidises the installation of

infrastructure cost ancl building materials' Judging

from the costs and benefits, the developer has

received a wide range of subsidies such as

infrastructureandthereducedcostofreguIations
(land use and infrastructure, planning permission'

sales restrictions and building regulations)

(Malpezzi, 1988)- In any housing development' all

three types - low cost, medium cost and high cost

housing are built, but only the aforementioned

thirty per cent of the allocation is for low cost

houies. lt is unfortunate that even though with

the amount of subsidies received for such a

project,the developers are still complaining of

their involvement in building low cost houses'

The developers however maintained that they had

to bear the extra costs of the low cost houses' with

non-low cost buyers subsidising the development

along with the subsidies from the government

(Osman, 1991). The ceiling price of RM 25'000 is

also still considered unreasonable by many

developers. However,the dissatisfaction with the

low-cost housing schemes is not limited to the

developers. According to Teo (1991) the average

subsidy for a low cost house is between RM 5'000

to RM 15,000 and yet a RM 25,000 house could

only be afforded by those with an income of RM

616.00 per month (Osman 1 991)' From this

perspective, most of the target users (during this

period, those with income below RM750'00) have

effectively been excluded' Financial institutions'

for example, will not consider applications from

those with less than the minimum income'

8
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Federal Government Budget and expenditure for allsectors of
development including housing (Mitlion Malaysian Ringgit)

ttousing forms part of the Social Sector

Aflocation for Housing Development 1971'1990
(Million Ringgit Malaysia)

EXPENDITTJRE

{RNl million}

o/o EXPENDITIJRE

(RNl million)

96

l. Econonric 2?,886 64.8 3 r "236 56.8

- Social 8.764 24.8 l l-40E ?:1.5

3. f)efence ) <77 7.2 8.408 r5.3

4. Admirristration 1,t23 -).-a l,88E 3.4

* llousing |,979.61 4.9 E03 t.5

Second lvlalaysia Plan

Malaysia Plan (197 710. r5

1,458.00Fourth Malaysia Plan

Fifth lvlalaysia Plan



Resea rch purpos€r method and study ?r*;t

This research studies the effects of settlement
developnrent, especially that of its design, on the
socio-econom ics of the residents. The

clevelopment of Rancangan Perumahan Rakyat
Phase2, on Jalan Astana together with that of Siol
Kanan (Taman Sukma)and RPR Batu Kawa are
used to assess the impact of housing design on the
socio-economics and culture of the residents.

Rationale and purpose of study
Regardless of projects and development schemes,
the measurement of success and effectiveness is

the achievement of goals.With respect to housing
development the goals of a better quality of life,

the development of sustainable communities, and
the continuity of cultural values are dominant.To
ensure that the planning process is able to pick the
best out of previous projects, and to avoid pitfalls
and problems of past experiences, a detailed study
on current housing projects is necessary to ensure
the success of future development. The study on
cultural resiliency was undertaken to determine
the impact of urbanization on existing culture and
the people undergoinE the process.

Research objectives
The project is based on severalobjectives given
the relationships between current interactions; the
way of life for the newly urbanized; and housing as

well as community design. lts objectives are the
determination of

1.The socio-economic status of the residents in the
selected housing areas.
2.The impact of housing and community design
on the way of life, as well as changes and
adaptations in cultural values.
3. Relationships and interactions between the
communities formed.
4. Social awareness and local participation among
the locals in handling social problems.

Study area: Astana 2,5UKfVlA and Batu Kawa
The RPR | (Rancarrgan Pertltrahan Rakyatlv,ias
irritially associated with tlre Malaysia Plarr and was

the first hcusirrg project executed in Petrajaya.Tf-re

RPR I and RPR 2 were plannecl according to
planning regulations and conformed to building
by-laws.The RPR 2,located adjacent to RPR l,took
shape later in 1979.5io1 Kanan (5UKMA) is a later
housing project designed to cater to the increased
demarrd for low cost housing resulting frorn
increased rural-urban migration during the mid-
eighties.

The first study area, the low cost terraced
houses or Astana Dua (2) better known as

Rancangan Perumahan Rakyat Fasa 2 (Public

Housing Programme-PhaseTwo) or RPR 2 located
adjacent to RPR l, across the street of Jalan Astana
is the second public housing project to be
executed in Petrajaya.This mixed housing project
consists of 683 units consisting of 67 detached
houses,292 double storey terraced houses and 324
low-cost terraced houses.The housing commission
of Sarawak, better known as Sarawak Housing and
Development Com mission (Suruhanjaya

Perumalran dan Pembangunan Sarawak, SPPS), is

responsible for the provision of low-cost housing
in the State.

The second housing scheme,the 630
houses at Siol Kanan are mainly low-cost elevated
structures with two bedrooms in response to
demand during the late modernisation and early
globalisation phases of development in Kuching.
Previously rural residents as well as second
generation residents from the earlier housing
projects make up most of the current residents.

The third area, the Batu Kawa scheme is a mixed
development housin g project pla nned accordi ng

to a new town housing scheme. Batu Kawa is
situated at the outskirt of Kuching city and the
project covers a total 752 units with 30olo

representing the typical typology (two-bedrooms)

unit for the low income.
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The single storey terrace houses, priced at RM
32,000, are for those with a nronthly salary of less
than RM 1,000. This price hacl remainecl for 20
years regardless of the increase in land and
construction costs with various subsidies from the
government. The floor area was set at 430 square
feet and the overall density increased from 10 units
per acre to 18 units per acre.

These housing schemes within the study area
provide a historical perspective on local social
behaviour at different phases of development
given different housing design and contexts.The
study ellicited from the residents, the resiliency of
local culturre given different neighborhood design
and housing demand needs. Petrajaya, after all, is a
bold experiment in bringing the rural into the
urban, and following the tradition of opening a

new area (membuka negeri).

Method
To implement the study,a multi-level method is

used to assess impacts at different scales of the
communities and evaluate differing perceptions of
the community as a whole. For that the method of
study will consist of
4. Sample socio-economic survey
5. Housing lCommunity design survey
6. Vulnerabil ity and Cultural resilience i ndex
development

Sample design
The sample design consists of occupier-residents
in the three areas.The current estimate for the
study areas is given below:

A26ok household sample comprising of
459 head of household (or representative)
was used in the survey to represent the
three str-rcly areas.

Arca NLrnrbcr of houscs I isti nrate'd nunr ['rcr o I
resiclents (il ot-houses'F
5t

Siol Kanan 630 3150
RPR 2 i24 I 620
Barttt Kir"vir 752 3 760

Total estimatecl resiclertts 8-530

Total estirnnterl
households

I 705

*.TF,,l?.Tf.=.,.:-.":=-*-;=;-"i'j?iiii.-i:r'i:ri:-+,r7-{':i:i...:.';r::iii,i;irl



Developing the cultural resilience indices
Cultural resilience is a composite concept' As stlclt it

requires a conrbination of indicators that form sub-

inclices,leading to an integrated cultural resilience

index. The gist of the index is relationship between

what a community maintains when it engages the

urban phenomena. Community engagement and

traditional culture maintenance are sub-divided into

common categories of the social, political, economic,

environmental and global.

For examp[e, the hoi tradition (traditional savings

scheme) functions in the economic as well as the

social realm of relationships' Such a tradition often

face an urban substitute (bankin9, or the post-office

savings scheme). The community, while maintaining

the economic function of the hoi, through banking,

nevertheless, losses the social aspect of that tradition'

method
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The purpose of the indices is to ascertain the

extent to whiclr customs and traditions are

maintained. Some customs are resilient in the

sense that they are able to adapt given

changing situations- Tupperware and Pyrex

parties maintain the get-together culture while

changing the economic context of the
interaction. A tradition that is unabte to

maintain any of its functions will be lost, and

thus not resilient.

Resiliency might be positive or negative

given its engagement with urbanization' An

unchanging tradition might be resilient, but it

also represent difficulties of adaptation when

necessity arises.

Diagram l:Temptate for designing the operational definition of cultural resilience
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The indicators of cultural resilience
include;
I.Socialresilience

a. Social networks
b, Mai ntenance of language/dialects
c. Maintena nce of tradition s/customs//cu ltu ra I

traits
d. lmprovement in education

2. Economic resilience
a. lmprovement in salary
b.lrnprovement in job category
c. Maintenance and improvement of assets and

investments
d. Maintenance of remittances

3. Po liti ca I re si lie nce
a. Maintenance of traditional hierarchy
b. Extra-community political networking

4.Environmentalresilience i

5. Resiliency in the face of globalisation

Housing Design and Urbanization
Behaviour
Another indicator for cultural resiliency can be
derived from the urbanization behaviour of the
residents. The argument posed is that resiliency
relates to the ability to adapt and utilizes what the
urban sphere provides. Adaptation of housing
design provides one insight into this aspect of
resiliency.

The relationship between the physical aspect of
housing and urbanization behaviour is developed
through the thesis that behaviour is in response
to housing needs as well as manifested through
housing design and community activities.
Housing is thus viewed from the macro and micro
space construct while urbanization behaviour is

seen as a continuum of rejection and total
assimilation of the urbanization process (Diagram

z),

method
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The physical manifestations of urbanization are

further sub-divic.led into its spatial division and the
determination of place, the inclusion and
permeation of particular symbols (traditional and
modern), activity nodal linkages within and

outside the community, set and perceiveci

boundaries where the communities distance
themselves, and the surffused identities present

within eactr housing area.

Urbanization behaviour viewed through the
assimilation continuum is presented in a range
from contestation of the urban experience to total
assimilation. Contestation itself can be seen

ranging from total rejection to a counter re-

assertion of self (rural-ethnic) or a negotiation of
place within the urban environment to the
modification of personal (in-house) space,

selective use and participation within the urban;
and finally to the total acceptance and immersion
into the urban experience.

The argument of the study is that if one is
totally immersed in the modern urban
experience,traditional culture is then not
sustainable, defining rnodern in its uniforming
aspect and thus not allowing for any uniqueness
(traditional) to co-exist. However, the resiliency of
culture makes itself known through the retention
of several values - either in different forms or in-

toto as a response to urbanization.



Relatiorrship between the plrysical aspect cf housing and
urbanization beha.riour
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Macro-space: Physical communal space
needs

The macro physical space of housing is defined at the
community level, be it the neighbourhood or a larger
region. Often religious needs, recreation amenities
and educational facilities are the main concern of this
scale. Note that housing here is in its extended
function of education, recreation and reflection. These

are often viewed from the spatial divisions, symbols,
identities,linkages and boundaries that separate and
bound communities. The closing of a road for specific
activities such as wedding receptions (kenduri) signify
not only a challenge to routine adminstrative rules, it
also indicate the level of tolerance among neighbours.

method
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Micro space - personal and familial
physical space

Micro-space refer to the individual housing
structure and all that lie within. Spatial division,
symbols, identities, linkages and boundaries that
are used to define macro-space are also used at

the micro level, although their manifestations
might be different. While alluding to the macro-
space, this study emphasizes findings at the
micro-space scale.

j
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Wr F i n di ngs; Socio -cu ltu ral characterisfics

Ethnic and educational background of
the respondents

459 households responded to the sample sLlrvey .

The donrinance of bumiputra respondents reflect
the rural backgrouncl of the respondents,a point of
departure fronr whence they begin their
urbanisation experience. lt is also reflected in their
concern for village values.

This study of 459 respondents, a bit less than I0o/o

of the total population of the three housing areas,

found first and second generation urbanites.6796
are Malays,2go/olban dan Bidayuh, and a few non-
bumis. A third of the respondents completed
upper secondary education, 10olo with tertiary
education, while 40o/o only have lower secondary or
primary education.

Most of tlre respondents were Malays, although
bther ethnic groups also contributed their views
5nd time in giving information for the study. The

different levels of involvement is a picture of the
differences in ethnic composition of the study
area. The Malays,lban and Bidayuh are the major
ethnic groups found in the areas and the results of
the study are a reflection of the ethnic
composition.

Apart from ethnicity, the study also focused on the
respondents' levels of education, in total as well by
the different housing schemes. This is pertinent
due to an expected strong relationship between
cultural resilience,social exclusion and the level of
education. About a third of the respondents have

secondary level education, while 10 per cent have

a post secondary education. 400/o of the
respondents only have primary or lower secondary
education.

Most of the respondents are among those who are

economically active (between ages of 29 - 55

years). Such an age pyramid is usually indicative of
two conditions: That there is a need for job

opportunities for the residents and secondly, that

.=*ryTTTTra"ii*rffi m*t*.'ry1ry"1:*'ffi ;.*cra'ix*":'w1'e;rz"+i';6'i"x'''t!

lhe .rreas lrave a potentlal to lmprc\/e soclo-

economically. lf the perceni.lge of elclerly or tlre
young hacl beerr higher,the potenti.rl to cotrtt"ibttte

to the economy rnrould be less'

Occupational backg round
The age and educational background are also

reflected in the main occt-tpation categories found
in the study areas. 14 o/o dre retirees, 30o/o are

government employees (with 10 o/o in the armed

and police services, and arrother I09'b in

education), while the rest work in the private

sector. Within the private sector only less than 20z6

are executives, and about 590 operate their own

business. The dominance of government
employees show a strong similarity with the
urbanisation experience in the Peninsular, where

the armed and police force played a major role in

urbanising the rural population' A majority of the
respondents lived in the areas for 10 - 1B years .

lncome
More than half of the respondents indicated total
monthly income between RM700 - RM 1500.00. lf
combined with the 64 respondents that have

incomes range RM1500 and RM 2000.00, the

majority of the respondents (73.60/o) can be

considered to be of middle income ranging
between RM 700 and RM2000.00. Only 15

respondents are at the RM300 poverty level while
only 'l B respondents noted monthly income of
more than RM2500.00.

r1. i :...-. ' '



Culture and lifestyle
To better urrderstarrd ttre cultural aspect and
lifestyle of the people irr the stLrcly area, several
elements are focusecl trpon These include rnobility
patterns, the importance of education in life, their
economic and modernisation indicators as vrrell as

their appreciation towards the urban lifesyle.

Mobility patterns
People's mobility represent not only the economic
condition fofthe people but their experience of
'the outside world'. lf the people only renrains in
their area, or only knows Kuching as his or her
urban hub, then their mobility is considered
limited. In general only a few ever went outside
Kuching, let alone Sarawak. Less than half of the
respondents gave a positive response with respect
to holidaying outside of Kuching, and their
experience out of Sarawak.

Only 41 o/o responded to the question of whether
they have vacationed outside of Kuching. Of this
41o/o, only 34ozo indicated that they vacation outside
Kuching once a month. The same trend is

indicated in visits outside of Sarawak. However
only 98 respondents (21olo) indicated that they
lrave been away from Sarawak. From this 21olo,

43.9o/o stated that they travel out once yearly.
Others only indicated once in two or three years, or
sometimes. These trends partly indicate the lack of
exposure to the urban and modernisation
experiences outside of Kuching

The importance of education
The importance of education is looked upon
through the expenditure patterns for schooling,
reading materials,and total hours spent reading in
a day. Three levels of school expenditure are
noted: Less than RM 50.00; RM 100.00 and
between RM 200 - RM400.00 per month.The
expenditure includes any payment including fees,
school books,and daily allowances. The
differences are a reflection of the respondents
income and the number of school age children.

Other than school expenditure, the expenditure for

socio -cultural characteristics

extra curricirlar reading nraterials are also inquirecl
into. Of the 205 respondents that answered, more
than half spend less than RM 40.00 a montlr, while
another 40')'i, spencl between RM 40.00 and
Rtui/0.00 a month. Although small in anrount, if the
expenditure is correlated with level of income and
the percentage of respondents that replied to the
question, one can surmise that there is potential
for self and family improvement.

The budget for reading materials is

supplernented by the attitude tovvards reading at
least one hour a day by half of the respondents
queried. 200lo indicated reading time of more than
two hours a day. These represent attitudes that
place an importance on formal and non-formal
education.

Several economic and modernisation indicators
There are several indicators that can be used to
understand the economic and modernisation level
of the residents in the study area. The focus is on
ownership of vehicles and household items td
ascertain the levels. All the respondents have some
means of transportation, while more than half have
either a car or a motorcycle. A number also have
more than one vehicle.These indicate the relative
moveability of the people, aside from a good
economic level. Almost allof the respondents own
televisions and this number exceed the number of
those with radios or hi-fis. Although only 9o/o of the
respondents indicated the reception of satelliteTV
(ASTRO), given their economic background, this
cannot be considered a weakness. Almost all of
respondents own modern household amenities
such as telephone, gas cooker, and refrigerator.
Other modern necessities such as the washing
machine is also owned by many of the
respondents (84.5olo). This ownershi p sta nd i ng
reflects the probability of higher women's
participation in the workplace and the
manifestation of urban. Such is also the case with
video players (63.2o/o). 2oa/o of the respondents
own personal computers while only 10olo own
luxuries such as air conditioners and imported
furniture.



Socio -cultural characteristics

Ethnic distribution by housing scheme

lithnic RPR 2 Il:rtu K:rrvzr Siol Kanan 'I-otal Pcrccntagc

iltala1" r -15 t-l | 5.3 :ill 67.76

Chinese
'7 I

I I 174

lndian
I 0.21

lban 55 2 57 12.41

Bida-vuh 1 63 68 14.81

Others
l.l 3.05

Totll 147 l.16 166 ,159 100

Level of education by housing scheme

Siol Klnan Total PerccntagcLcvel,of

cducation

RPR 2 Batu Karva

No education 2 4 6 '1.33

Primary

education
26 38 l4 78

17.29

SRP .18 3+ 36 118 26.1 6

SPNI 4.1 JI 68 t49 33.03

S'TPM 5 28 l8 5l 11.30

Diploma/Cer't. 8 2 l8 28 6.20

Dcgree il _l 2l 4.66

Total t42 144 l6-5 451 100



Appreciation for traditional culture seen as a
way of life
BO'i,ir shows appreciation fcr the l<arnpr-rng way of
life br-rt only 30')o feels that it shor,rld be retained.
1 O'?io cl isa g reed with m a i nta i rr i n g cur ltr-r re a I th ou g l-r

they appreciated it. 3Oo/b are uncertain whether it
should be maintained. Of those who agreed to
maintain, 40o/a a(e from those with upper
secondary education, and 50ozb from those with
less formal education. However it is also

interesting to note a high percentage of
uncertainty among those with less education (40olo

among those with only primary education)
although almost TOak of them (respondents with
primary education) appreciate traditional values

Appreciation for the urban way of life
Obliquely, 42o/o of those with only primary
education agreed and strongly agreed to what
they perceived as an urban lifestyle. This
acceptance of the urban life style, however, can
also be seen in the other educational categories
(50o/ofor those with upper secondary education
and 47o/o of those with tertiary education). lt
should also be noted that those with upper
secondary education are split in their agreement
and disagreement with the urban way of life.

Socialproblems
It is interestinE to note that the respondents are
divided in the issue of social problems in the
housing areas. ln RPR2,360lo agreed that there are
increasing social problems while 33% disagreed.
However in Batu Kawa more agreed that there are
increasing social problems. ln Siol Kanan the
opposite was true.

Fighting among youths and truancy (lepak) seem
to be common social problems among all housing
areas. However RPR2 also cited drunkenness as a
problem. Batu Kawa also reported theft as a

problem while Siol Kanan placed noiseness among
the social problems. 54o/o of all respondents are
worried about social problems around them,
however only 25o/o of the respondents see their

socio -cuItural implication s

e f€cr aS being unsafe. About 5Ooc of the
resporriierrts !ook at tlre problenrs seriotrsiy and
rnany felt tirat tlrey Ira',re tc be responsible tc,

ensLrrg peace in tl-re area. fulost are uncertain
i,,;lrether the authorities wor-rld be able to cope
with tlre problems.

Socio-political involvement
In general, respondents are satisfied with the
cLrrrent local leadership although very few cited
that they are directly involved in any organisation -

political, social or economic. However this finding
is skewed by the perception of many that direct
involvement means being a member of the board.
Involvement in Rukun Tetangga has not shown
encouraging signs with only about 20olo of the
respondents indicating a positive answer.

Socialexclusion
There are many possible clues to identify social
exclusion. The study. focuses on access to job
opportunities, publiqamenities, healthcare and
information to evaluate the possibility of social
exclusion in the area. Other than job opportr-rnity,
access is evaluated based on frequency of use.

Given the educational background,660lo of the
respondents felt that they have access to jobs
supplied by factories - the larger employer apart
from government. Those who felt that they do not
have access, although few in number, came mainly
from those with SRP (form three)and form five
education.The respondents all have access to
lrealthcare although frequency of visits seem to
show higher financial access to public health
facilities rather than private.Witlr respect to
information, a large majority of respondents have
daily access to newspaper information, radio and
television but not the internet.

There seems to be minimal access determined
through very low frequency of visits to recreational
facilities especially children playgrounds. While
this by itself do not necessarily mean exclusion, it
perhaps reflect difficulties either in locational
access or in terms of available time.
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Socfo -cultu ral ch aracteristics

Distribution of Total Monthly Head of Household Incorne

?

Frequency of vacationing outside of Kuching

The majority of the resPondents
have incomes between RM 700 -

2000 per month, with about 28%

at less than Rm 1000. A fact that
have several impacts on lifestYle

and readiness. Vacation time
outside Kuching is one indicator
of the impact, as are others.
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Frequency of visits outside Sarawak

School expenditure per month

Socfo -c u I tu ra I ch a ra cte ri sti c s
,, 

.

Ncite that only 98 responclents (21.35or'o)

indicated visits ourtside of Sarawak, an

indication, among others, of their economic
constraint. This however would affect their
worldview and how theY Perceive
urbanization and modernization. With only
Kuching and Sarawak as a model or

urbanization.the process itself must ensure

that the low income are able to make full
use and participate in it.

More than half the respondents
indicated investing in school
expenditures. While the amount is
small (a majority of less than RM 100;

given their basic low income, their
willingness to pay for the future of
their children is commendable.
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Reading and resiliency in the face of
globalization

Cun u community clevelopecl from the rural, once
placed in the urban be resilient enor-rgh not only for the
present but also for the fr-ttureT This is an important
aspect in developing any community ancl indicators

that show some aspect of it will help in determining
the resiliency of the communitY.
In the era of knowledge (k) economy and increasing
importance of learning, a cornmunity's attitude
towards reading is paramount in determining its place

in the future.

Monthly budget for extra curricular reading materials

Rlvt N urlber of responclents Percentoge

10.00 - 20.0i) "+ -t :0.96

21 .00 - 110.00 6l j0.14

4t.00 - 70.00 82 .10.00

> 100.00 t8 B.7 8

-l'otaI 205 100

It is often argued that the reading culture is not
widespread among the lower income, and thus their
potentialfor gaining knowledge is severely limited. The

study inquired into this aspect of culture, and to note

whether this urban culture of reading has permeated

among the residence of the three areas'

Total hours ieading newpapers or magazines daily

Socio -cultural characteristics

Resiiiency relates the readiness of a
conrnrunity to adapt to flJture needs. In

this respect knowledge from various
soLrrces i5 necessary. The willingness of a

community to invest in reacling is always

an important indicator used. lt is noted

that, given their relatively low income, the
residents of the three residential areas

place an importance in reading materials.

The use of extra-curricular reading as the
specific indicator is to separate voluntary

: reading as opposed to required student
text purchases.

mm'

Apurt from expenditure, actual time
spent reading is another indicator of a

community's knowledge potential. Light
reading has always been the major
source of reading for the general public,

The findings indicate that the majority of
the respondents spend between half and

hour to two hours a daY reading
newspapers and magazines. This is in

contrast of a recent find elsewhere,
indicating that the poor do not read as

much.

Hours N urrr ber ol- respottcletrts l)ercentage

I lrou r 203 50.6

2 hours 78 t9.5

3 hours 20 i.0

4 hours 8 2.0

0.-5 hours 92 ?2.9

-l'erta 
I 40t 100.0
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Several socio-economic and modernisation indicators

Most of the residents own equipments and amenities that would
indicate that they have embraced the urban lifestyle. Other than
transportation necessities, other necessities as as television, cooker and
refrigerator abound. However indicators of globalization such as satelite
W and computers are still low. Only one indicator of globalization; the
cellphone, is moderately high.

Socfo -culturat characteristics

lndicattlr' ).1 tr rnt'rcl rrl' rcsportclcnt s ()\\'ning

0 urrit I unit f units i u nits

C'err 112 199 -ll 6

N4otol'clcle 122 l+l o-1 le

Television oo 316 6_s ll
I{adio 140 280 3l 1

Satelite tv -l t0 4t I

I Ii-ft f36 2r I 6 -)

Cas cc'roker 67 371 t5 1

iVl ic rorva ve ct-roker 360 92 1 0

Imported f-umiture 413 44 ) 0

Conrputcrs 36s 92 a 0

'leleprhorrc 1ata :IJ t0 ')

Ccllphone 282 l4-l 25 7

Reli'igerator 5l 388 l8 1

Water lilter 353 85 l2 -t

Vicleo plal'er I 27 290 30 ,'IT

\Vashing maclrine 92 .364 _) 0

N arne-br-.rnd crockerr 3r7 l 24 1

Vncuum clcaner -tJ+ l 25 0 0

Air corrditioner 406 49 )
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Dividing cultural resilience into several sub-

resiliencies - social, economic, political ar-rd global

allows the study to present the dynamics of local

culture and the specific effect of an cultural
activities when the occur.

Maintenance and expansion of social networks
The resiliency of maintaining and expanding social

networks is analysed using three indicators;
internal relationships within the family,
neighborhood relationship with respect to the
activeness of local activities (in this case, the
qariah), and the frequency of children visiting their
parents. The data show that social networks are
still strong with a high frequency in visitations of
children and friends (75.4o/o).

Language maintenance is another indicator used

to indicate whether traditional culture can be

maintained, For this purpose two sub-indicators,
the maintenance of dialects and the acceptance of
other languages, are used to indicate whether local

culture can be maintained.lt is found that in
general, the original dialects are maintained in all

of the study areas. However there are signs of
decreasing fluency among the younger
generations.

The study then looks at several traditional
customs that are still maintained. Festive activities
of the feast (kenduri) and 'berzanji' are queried into
for the Malay culture. lt is found that the festive

customs of kenduri,and the volunteer'gotong
royong'during the kenduriare very much alive.

Berzanji, although continuing, is declining in

frequency.

The awareness on the importance of education
is important to ensure that the culture has a

competitive edge and continue to develop' As

n"lentioned in the earlier discussion on education,
most respondents are aware of the importance of
education, albeit constrained by budget and time.

Cultural resiliency

Social resiliency

One of the major irrdicators ttsecl irr this stLrdy to
analyse cultural resilience is local participation

seen as an appreciation and acceptance of the
status quo social networks. 'Gotong royong' is the

community wide activity often associated with
these values. The survey indicated that almost all

respondents have participated in gotong royong'

and together with another indicator,the
willingness to help a needy neighbour, represent

the potentialto be involved community's issues.

However, the survey seems to indicate that
people in Siol Kanan are less ready to offer help.

53% stated that they would assess the situation
before providing assistance while only 45olo stated

that they are often involved with gotong royong.lt
is interesting to correlate this with the fact that a
majority of current residents of Siol Kanan are

second generation urbanites and those who have

moved from other urban areas.lAn indication
perhaps of the fragility of volunteerism and

neighbourliness with increasing urbanness.

Although perhaps too early to be fully
convinced,the data indicated that perhaps

community involvernent is not a very resilient

basic value. The lack of involvement in more

contemporary community activities such as the
Rukun Tetangga seem to indicate that the
traditional community involvement values do not.

translate into a more'modern' context.
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Apart from volunteerism, perception of social
change and local social problems not only show
what are actually happening socially, in the
community but also the extent of awareness of
such problems or change. lt is interesting to note
that many revolve around youngsters and
teenagers,and many of the issues pertain to
changing attitudes and relationships that are
expected of an urban scenes. Higher level of inter
gender interactions are seen as a problem, as well
as styles of dressing and reduced neighbour
interactions. These very urban values often come
into conflict with more traditional expectations.

Environmental resiliency
It is argued that environmental resiliency can be
represented by two indicators; what are actually
happening to the environment, and the awareness
about environmental changes. ln general 47o/o of
the respondents felt that there are no significant
change in their surrounding from the time they
started off. However, it is also interesting to note
that 13olo stated that there are many changes since

the beginning. Among those indicating changes,
the problems of dust, air pollution and heat are

among the major complaints (47.2o/o). Haze,
polluted and standing water are among other
problems noted.

From the perspective of awareness towards
development in the area,24.4o/o did not feel that
any development had occurred, and that the
surroundings had remained as it was when they
first moved in. A correlation with duration of stay
however indicated that these responses are from
those who are new to the area. 36.90/o of the
respondents however indicated that many
changes have occurred with the most significant
change being the development of offices.

Health resiliency
Health resiliency is looked upon through the
comparison between the usage of modern as

=ti :

Cultura, resiliency

oprposed to traditional facilities" lt is noted that all

use of traditional medicine are sparing or only
when necessary. This is clifferent from the usage of
private clinics as opposed to government facilities
where more than 50olo of the respondents who use

the facilities, make monthly visitations.

Resiliency in the face of globalisation:
Readiness of access to information sources
The major source of information for the
respondents are television and newspapers' Both

sources record high responses, especially for daily
use. Although the sources are traditional,the daily
use by a majority of the respondents infer that
they have knowledge of the local, if not the world-
This provides a good potential to face
globalisation, given the need for information'
However, the use of internets as an information
medium is still very limited (only 15 responded in

the positive).

'
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Relationship between low cost housing and
urban amenities
Low cost housing locations are usually those which
have lower land premium values during the time
of development. These are usually farther away
from the urban centre and major amenities. These
posit a distinct disadvantage for low cost housing
residents early in the development process. This
was the case with RPRII and Sukma which were
once isolated and distant from the city. After
development was extended to the administrative
centre at Jalan Astana - development has extended
to other areas as well. However, due to the
extended and lagged nature of development, not
all aspects of development permeated to these
areas. Community amenities and transportation
choices are slow in keeping pace with employment
opportunities that attract new residents into the
area.
RPR and Sukma are connected by both public and
private modes of transportation to the centre of
Kuching. These are where the major amenities are

located. However, the second hub of Petrajaya is

also another destination for libraries, schools and
the Kuching City museum at DBKU.

There is, howevet a difference in the relationship
between traditional villages, the low cost housing
areas, and the urban centre.
The village areas (from Bintawa to Tupong) have a
long enduring relationship with the urban centre
of Kuching. The people from Kampung Panglima
Seman toTupong has a contiguous pedestrian
walkway from the Pengkalan to major areas in the
city. The term 'bandar' is less used by the people.
Rather 'paser' (market) or'seberang' ( across the
river) are the more common usage. Both terms
connote a closeness to the village area, either in
terms of function (marketplace) or location (just
across the river). Kuching city is also the
educational hub for the villagers with high status
regarded to schools such as St.Thomas, St.Joseph,
St. Mary's and St.Theresa, among others. lt is often
the hope of many parents that their children may
continue their schooling in one of these schools.
Thus, the school system itself is the symbol, as well

Low cost housing and amenities

as the linkage, tol,varcls urbanization for ntany of
the villagers. However, this relationship changed
when the people moved to low cost housing areas
further away from the city-centre arrd the schools.

Design
There is an on-going dilemma with respect to the
design of low cost housing and its residents. The
term 'low-cost' imply a constrained basic design
which vacillate between what policy makers feel
are the basic necessities and what the market (or

the developers) will provide. For the end-users,
those who actually reside in these houses, basic
necessities are not what they aspire to when
purchasing the units. Thus while the developers
would wish for a design with minimum costs, and
the policy makers trying to ensure basic needs are
met, the idea of sustainable housing must take into
consideration the ability of the housing units
themselves to evolve with the changing needs of
the residents. Early or basic design, thus must take
into consideration the renovation aspect of
housing. Tlre basic design must, for example, be
able to bear the burden of increased space with an
expected second level renovation in the future.
Another aspect to be considered is that of space
flexibility. Given the use of concrete structure and
bricked walls, the flexibility of the structure for
renovations must be given priority by the
architects from the beginnirrg.
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Housing and Urbanization Behaviour
#:

Housing can be argued to be the gatelvay to this
experience of being urban. lt is the base through
which one changes and the symbol of 'making it'
in the urban world. Hor-rsing is also inseparable
from the residents it hosts and the larger
community surrounding it. While housing
separates the private from the public, it also links
the two. lt is also where culture begins and
propers. Changes in the surrounding culture effect
the culture within the house and vice versa. The
oft-quoted phrase - 'we build a house, and then the
house builds us' is testimony to the belief of this
inseparability of culture and housing.

In the efforts towards urbanization, one gains and
sacrifices much.The permanence of culture is
challenged most strongly by its dynamics in the
process of urbanization. Cultural resiliency refers
to that component of culture that is able to sustain
itself in the process of change brought about by
u rbanization. Proponents of cu ltural resiliency
believe that there is a need to root oneself in a '
cultural tradition, in an established way of seeing
the world (weltanschauung), and a set of values
and evaluation premises to be able to gain
optimally from the process of urbanization.
Otherwise the sense of drifting apart that
accompanies urbanization has often brought
about various problems; social, economic and
political.

There is often a gap between the planning of
urbanisation and the experience of urbanisation.
Regardless of planning, individuals and
communities experience urbanisation. The
concept of urban planning is that of conscious
diffusion and adaptation brought about
consciously by the introduction of the urban
experience. Either by bringing it into the rural
environment or bringing the ruralites to the urban.
This might be the introduction of electricity, piped
water or schools into the rural area, or as in the
case in point - the bringing of mainly rural people
into the urban scene through new settlements -

the low cost housings.

I

Findings
The analysis begins by determining the current
status of the physical house with the number of
rooms as an important element to be associated
with behaviour. Other elements of stature such as

physical upkeep and renovations made are tlren
evaluated from this point of departure. The mode
of two and three room houses are the norm while
houses with more than these representing those
that have renovated their houses to increase the
number of rooms. Included too are those who
have renovated their two bedroom houses to three
bedrooms.

The result is the creation of multi-use rooms. The
bedroom,for example, is also often a sewing room,
a prayer room, a rest and reading area, as well as a

storage area. The similarity of this situation and
that of traditional house is clear and the concept of
flexible space is well accepted - and expected.
Housing renovations and modifications are a very
visible form of contestation. Given the various
levels of modifications, these can represent the
level of contestation or acceptance to a given
urban environment - and re-fitting space either to
suit cultural values or changing conditions. Each of
the study area showed extensive modifications.
RPR 2 has the highest number of renovated houses
(135) followed by Batu Kawa (119) and Siol Kanan
(95).These modifications are not only limited to
interior space (negotiative change) but also to the
house unit,fascade and roof (assertive change).
Negotiative in that the changes are still within the
permitted and the acceptable. Assertive change
might or might not be approved by the authorities
but in any case requiring special attention.
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Number of Available Room

Housing renovations

Housing and Urhanization Behaviour

Housing renovation and number of available
rooms, taken together provide an indicator of
how housing renovation and the needs for
room have change. 83olo indicated some sort
of renovation having being done to their
house, while the high percentage of 3 rooms
in an otlrerwise two room house indicate
that tlrey are renovating to meet needs.
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Housing and Urhanization Behaviour
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Type of spatial change

Other than renovation for the purpose of adding rooms, kitchens and and living rooms
are also given attention. However quite a high percentage (450lo) indicated total
renovation, changing mostly all parts of indoor space. The reasons given are usually
comfort and the problem of constricted space - two sides of the same coin. Changing
number of household size only represent 1 5.80,/o of the reasons given. '
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Housing and Urbanization Behaviour

Given that the original houses only have two
bedrooms, it is not surprising that constricted
space might be the main reason for change.
However only a few cited the increase in

household size (overcrowdedness) as the reason
for change. lt is also interesting to note that while
alleviation of the negative (constricted space) is

largely attended to, the increase of the positive
(comfort) do not have as high a response. Adding
to this are the facts that the renovations were done
based on the current socio-economic condition of
the residents and limited only to available land on
each plot - all leading to a negotiated change
behaviour as opposed to a contestation form of
renovation.

External renovations including pillars, windows
and roofs in an attempt to beautify,also manifest
accepted sym bols. lon ian col u m ns, a lthou g h G reek

in origin, are symbols of the 'modern' albeit the
modernists might disagree. These are nevertheless
local symbbls of the urban - as different as possible
from the rtiral. lt also, to an extent, contests the
uniforming trend of low cost terrace houses.

Perceived housing choice represent wishes for
advancement in the urban scene. The'brick house
on the hill'concept has evolved to things that are

achievable. Single residential units are highly
preferred in comparison with other types. Many of
the lbans at Batu Kawa,for example, have moved
away from the traditional long houses, as their
choice of future home
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There are many things that one can learn from the
traditional design and concepts of dwellings and
settlement. However the imprinted inrage of
development of being only one way - from the rural
to the urban, frorn the traditional to the modern,
has caused many wisdom of living in a tropical
environment in a civilization steeped with its own
culture, lost.This image of forward progress is
inherent in Western civilization and are too
embedded in current understanding of
development.lt is unfortunate that the prevalent
idea of certain influential sections of Western
civilization which sees the east and other
civilizations merely as backward and primitive, to
be educated and developed, this same idea has
been adopted by the locals.Too easily forgetting or
ever giving their own tradition a chance, many
discard the old for no other reason than that there
is something new.Take the zinc roofs that replaced
the attaps roofs as an example. Even thouqh zinc
corrodes, too hot for the weather, and
uncomfortable, these are seen as a vast
improvements over the attaps which keep the
houses cool.

The artificial is also often seen as better than the
natural - at least for sometime after the colonial
period.There is a change now, but the amusing
aspect is that the current flavor ofthe natural - the
preference for nature as opposed to the artificial is
also from the West. Only when the West decided
that nature is better, would the East, aiming to
emulate the West, agree.

These tangents on the backwardness image of the
rural bring to fore are important points.lmages are
instrumental in deciding the path of development -
even the images are distorted and incomplete.To
re-evaluate current images of the ruralthere is a
need for further research to understand the
potential of the rural setting in modifying, even
proposing, solutions for the modern world.There is
a need to view the relationship of rural - urban as
being, a two way contributors to development. Only
then would both urban and rural be able to co-exist

Recommendations: Housing and public
Amenities
The problem of housing in Sarawak is not a
single problem. lt is a combination of issues
that need to be addressed - issues that have
different implications for different sectors of
the population, and that population is

changing. Thus the strategy to alleviate the
problem must also take into consideration
the different facets and scales involved. The
increase of housing supply must be
strengthened with other options, some of
which are proposed below, as an early
indications of what might be available.

1. New housing areas - planned unit
developments
A major problem with respect to the
construction of new low cost housing
programmes is that these are usually not
profitable enough for developers. Returns to
investment, in comparison with medium and
high cost housing, are minimal and
developers only build due to quota
requirements. Part of the reason for the low
return are housing standards and regulations
that are the same for all types of housing.
Structure plans have proposed that these
requirements be relaxed for low cost housing.
The problem is an appropriate approach.

j
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Planned Unit Development (PUD)development is a

concept that allows a regulated and monitored
approach towards developing unique housing

areas. Standard housing regulations can be re-

negotiated by both developer and planner,

ensuring maintenance of living quality, while at the
same time providing attractive returns to the
developer. Basically it is a concept based on

negotiated requirements rather than simply
following established standards. Negotiations can

also be set between end-users and developers that
would not only give informality spaced to the end-

user but also provide alternatives to set standards
of r.o.ws. This would create a sense of
environmental awareness among the residents and
thus create place loyaltY.

2. Development of social housing
Social housing or public housing refers to those
units that are owned and operated (or leased) by a

public housing authority. These are often limited to
the hard core poor. While the rent on these
projects are usually expected to cover operating
and maintenance costs, rents are also often limited
to a certain percentage of the tenants' income
(usually 25o/o,- 30olo). This however, might lead to
the inability bf the authorities to maintain the
projects, leading later to deterioration. However
caution need to be applied for implementation in
Sarawak due to lack of human resources to cater for
various maintenance and management
programmes. Malaysia is also not a welfare state
within which such a programme often works.

3. Neighbourhood revitalization
Neighbourhood revitalization consists of the
govern ment giving financial assistance, throug h
local agencies,to make private redevelopment of
blighted areas economically feasible' lt can use a

combination of selective rehabilitation and

conservation, reserving clearance for those
structures or blocks that are beyond a reasonable
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recommendations

This can be a solution to the problem of urban

hub stagnancy along with programmes on inner

city gentrification to bring in young urban
professionals that can increase the dynamism in

the city and at the same time maintain its multi-
cultural identity.

4. Subsidised private housing
Subsidized private housing are programmes that
reduce rent or ownership costs so that families of
moderate or even low income could afford to
live in new or rehabilitated standard housing' An

example of this is the rent supplement program.

a. Rent supPlements
Apart from owner occupied low cost housing,

the are currently many private housing that
serve as rental units, legally or illegally, formally
or informally. A possible program to assist low

income families rent better quality and

maintained housing is through a rent
supplement program. On behalf of tenants who
qualified by reason of low income, the t
government would make subsidy payments to
the developer or landlord' Beneficiaries would
still be required to pay between 25o/o - 3oo/o of
income in rent. The subsidy will cover the
difference between that amount and fair market

rent. The higher the family's income, the less

subsidy it would receive in a given housing unit'
It is hoped this program would be able to
integrate families who are moving up in the
socio-economic rung with those who had

already achieved success.
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b. Housing allowances
One major concern with respect to rental housing
is the problem of inadequate quality. The
inadequate quality supplied by owners of rental
housing is a method to compensate for the low
rent paid by low income tenants, given increasing
costs of maintenance and operation. The'demand-
side' subsidy of housing allowances involves giving
subsidies to low income tenant that would enable
them to pay rent needed to cover adequate
maintenance and operation of existing, usable,
older housing stock.

There are additional advantages to this program
that include equity, cost, efficiency, consumer
choice and reduced risks. A housing allowance
place is more equitable than a new construction
strategy. lt is also far less costly than a new
construction strategy per dwelling unit brought up
to standard. Especially when low-income tenants
often cannot afford to pay for the up-keep of new
construction, these often deteriorate. Housing
allowances also have the virtue of greatly
increasing the freedom of choice for beneficiaries.
Housing allowances also reduced risks since new
construction subsidies tie government obligations
to particular buildings in particular locations. A

wrongrdecision can lead to disastrous loss to the
government.

Ho.using design and public amenities
recommendation: Nurturing identity and the
uniqueness of ploce through housing design

ond amenities Planning
The development and maintainance of existing
culture as well as communities need to take into
consideration the uniqueness of place.

Appropriate and wellthought out designs can be
an effective strategy in aiding this process. Current
housing design simply emphasized generic
functions for imaginary average households. They
might or might not be suitable for the actual
residents. There is a need for a design that utilizes
the understanding of the specific communities in
Sarawak.

and recommendations

This design can be finetuned and detailed by
the residents themselves, guided by
architects and planners,and provided the
spacing and layout that would allow
changes to be made efficiently and
effectively,

For example, at the neighbourhood level,

there is need to design neighbourhood
space for seasonal activities, celebrations or
informal daily social space. lf the
neighbourhood area already have walkways,
tlrese can be widened to integrate the
neighbourhood's seasonal needs. Another
possibility is to set up an area - rather than
just generic open space - or green space, that
can serve as a link between the houses.
Visualize an area of cobblestones for the
rnore urban - or combination of grass and
tarred area that serve this function. Basically
the concept is to move space need's that
were previously at the individual household
level to the neighborhood level. This allows
not giving up the needs and answers the
problem of limited space.

At the community level,there is a need to
design for facilities and infrastructures that
are unique or specific to the community. The

architect/planners should survey what are
the more common needs and design them
for the new communities.
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The action plans proposed for this section
include aneighbourhood revitalization plan,a
public amenities action plan and a low cost
housing action plan. These are to be considered
along with other plans already suggested
through the various structure plans.

Neighbourhood revitalization action plan
Goal: Re-invigorated neighbourhood hubs near
RPRs for business and residency to increase the
attractiveness of continuing living in the RPR

beyond one generation.

Target: Development of a special-interest
business cum residential district within 1O

years. The plan will consist of;

1 . Development of a local revitalization agency
2. Creation of incentive mechanisms such as

writedowns and tax abaternent measures for
businesses, especially major turrent landowners
of the repealed rent control 5reas, to participate
and share the cost (and responsibility) for the
programme.
3. Funding mechanism search.
4.Physical project initiation within 3 years.

Public amenities action Plan
Goal: lmproved access and quality of public
amenities connecting [aw cost housing and the
larger Kuching citY

Only during the late 90s that new public
amenities were developed apart from the central
hub of Kuching city centre. This has resulted in
very limited access for many throughout Kuching.
There is need to continuing improving access to
public amenities. This can be achieved primarily
through increased response time for police and
health emergencies by at least 30o/o in 10 years.

lncreased access is realized through reduced
travelling time to public facilities such as sport
and other recreational centres as well reduced
fees. Quality is maintained or improved through
increased variety and choice available in public
facilities reflecting current trends and needs

Target: Development of a visible network
of public amenities which mesh allows for
the fulfillment of demand from the
population at various levels - state, regional
and neighborhood within 10 years. The plan

consists of;

l. An extended study to evalurate the
changing demand for public amenities and

ability to pay for the services. The study will
also comprise a supply side evaluating
current conditions and level of deterioration
if any.
2. Demarcation of service areas for the
various public amenities and identification of
the responsible authorities.
3. Development of new centres to service
areas currently underserved or inefficiently
served as identified through the
demarcation process.

4. ldentification and provision of equipments
and facilities to meet increased population
needs
5. Increased personnel requirements for
improved services.
6.lmproved and fair user-pay strategies.
7. Developing strategies for increased public
participation in the improvement of public
facilities.
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Goal: Fulfillment of the needs for low cost
housing in Sarawak within the next lO years,
ensuring that residents of these schemes are not
socially excluded.The action plan for improving the
position of low cost housing in 5arawak consists of;

Targets: r,i

1 . Development of a housing information system. €
2.The increase of low cost housing supply. 

H
3.The establishment of social housing. H
4.The integration of low cost and social housirrg #
into the larger Sarawak community. fr

H
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Development of a housing information system for
Sarawak. This will identify not only the status of the
supply side, but also the demand side of the
housing equation. Names of applicants and their
socio-econonric status are among the items that
will help the state identify and meet actual needs
as opposed to speculative demands. This can be
achieved through the State Planning Unit in
cooperation with related bodies.

lncreased supply of appropriate low cost housing
schemes. The action plan to increase the supply of
low cost housing include
l.lncreasing the incentives for developers to
develop low cost housing units.
2. Developing a special provision a/a Planned Unit

Development to re-negotiate planning and
building requirements for low cost housings.
Without an increase in supply, the access to
urbanization will be direly limited. This program
slrould also be supplemented by worker housing
provided by employers, as in the case with Kuching
Timber lndustries (KTl/KTS).

lmproved integration of low cost housing
areas.
This is to be achieved through increased
access to public amenities. Time line for
improved access withirr ten years will require
the identification of current access time,
identifying the optimal access time,
identifying viable sequencing of improved
access and determining level of optimality
possible within ten years. The focus of the
plan should be towards reduced social
peripheralization and increased multi-
culturality of the State. lmproved access is to
be achieved through spatial integration, i.e.

the placing of low cost housing near other
types of houslng.
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Conclusions

Communities progress. Modernisation and
urbanisation are often part of that progress. Some
communities are better equipped than others to
dealwith modernisation and urbanisation -

especially rural communities in developing
countries forced to come to terms with an entirely
new way of looking at life - and at progress. What
makes communities stand apart from each other is
their local identity - cultures that create distinctions
between one and another. Some of these cultures
are resilient - able to stand, adapt and nrove with
time - others became museumified.

The development of new horsing areas should try
to ensure that the design and specific programmes
help develop the communities and cultures - not
changing them totally,and relegating culture to
touristic attractions. The physical aspect of housing
for example provide clues for possible renovations
which would enable owners to meet municiple
guidelines as minimize inconvenience and
nuisance experienced by neighbours. M ini m izing
units per development block would allow for better
interaction and stronger neighbourhood cohesion.
With globalization, ideas on what constitute
housing, change.Traditional culture needs to
contend wih ideas skimmed from magazines and
internets worldwide. A strong focus on re-
interpreting local needs as a means of ensuring
cultural resilience in new communities will play an
important role in bufering the uniforming impacts
of globalization.

It is perhaps easy, or more convenient, if we
can conclude tlrat a certain type of lrousing,
or that of a certain size, and the inclusion of
certain amenities. can be the answer to
various urbanization and social problems. lt
is perhaps easier for decision makers and
planners to point to the strong correlation
between low cost housing. or smaller size
(less number of rooms, amenities, etc) and
that of crime and other social ills, or at least
the inability to partcipate in the urban scene.
Planners and decision makers would then
have ready-made answers - increase the lot
size and amenities of these low cost housings
and locate them in prime areas.

Or perhaps not. Planners know that it is ever
more difficult to increase parcel size or
location. lf such isthe belief than there is not
much hope for the low income - they will
continue to suffer or be blamed for much
social ill. Then the programmes will be
accused of doing too little, too late. But such
is not the case from the study done. Several
patterns are seen to emerge with respect to
resiliency of the culture and perhaps the
programmes may yet serve as continuing
gateways for people experiencing the urban.
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